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Executive Summary
Work package 4 of the project Future Freight Locomotive for Europe (FFL4E) aimed at developing
important building blocks for a full electric last mile propulsion system based on powerful Li-Ion
batteries, thus with batteries having high energy and power density. The transport models were
studied, a technical specification was done, a lab demonstrator was built, and a safety assessment
was done.
This document summarized the results from the measurements done with a battery demonstrator
in Bombardier Transportations’ battery lab in Mannheim Germany.
The main goal in these tests was to verify the power capability with respect to the predefined
power profiles and the thermal behaviour of the traction battery to derive an optimum cooling
system for this special application.
The measurements in the power lab have shown that the application with one battery unit is
capable to perform the predefined load cycles with nearly any limitations. If the cell temperature
at the beginning of a load cycle is well tempered it is possible to operate this power cycle only with
operation of the water coolant pump of the TCU but without active cooling (compressor and
condenser fan can be deactivated). Furthermore, no critical parameters were measured.
This is an important achievement which will allow to significantly reduce integration costs and
complexity of the overall system.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No 730823.
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Abbreviations

Table 1: Abbreviations
Abbreviations
AC
BMS
BOL
BT
BTG
CATO
CFO
DC
DCU
DoD
EMS
EOL
ESCH
ESS
HAC
HMI
LMB
LMU
MCB
MUC
OVP
SoC
TBS
TBTCU
TBU
TCMS
TCU
TRD
VCU
nNMC

GA 730823

Alternating Current
Battery Management System
Begin of Life
Bombardier Transportation
Bombardier Transportation GmbH
Catenary Operation
Catenary Free Operation
Direct Current
Drive Control Unit
Depth of Discharge
Energy Management System
End-Of-Life (Battery)
Energy Storage Chopper
Energy Storage System
High Voltage & Auxiliary Cubicle
Human-Machine Interface
Last Mile Battery
Local Monitoring Unit
Main Circuit Breaker
Multi-Unit Control
Overvoltage Protection
State of Charge
Traction Battery System
Traction Battery Thermal Conditioning Unit
Traction Battery Unit
Train Control and Management System
Thermal Conditioning Unit
Technical Requirements Documentation
Vehicle Control Unit
Nano Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide
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1 Introduction
Work package 4 of the project Future Freight Locomotive for Europe (FFL4E) aimed at developing
important building blocks for a full electric last mile propulsion system based on powerful Li-Ion
batteries, thus with batteries having high energy and power density.
In order to better understand the last mile applications and the power and energy requirements,
two studies were conducted, being one the delivery D3.3 done in WP3, another the D4.1 of WP4.
Both studies well visualize how diverse the requirements are, from use case to use, case, from
customer to customer but finally conclude that the battery capacity should be somewhere
between 300kWh and 400kWh, and the power above 300kW.
The integration of large Li-Ion batteries with the above-mentioned capacity introduces complexity
in the design of such propulsion systems. Apart from the battery modules themselves, following
important building blocks are required:
•
•
•

DC/DC converter with an overvoltage protection circuit
Thermal conditioning unit (cooling & heating)
Management systems, including the Battery management system, a thermal management system
and last but not least the so-called mission manager – an overall energy management system

One of the goals of this project was to develop a demonstrator. As the budget available in the
project did not allow to buy a battery with the above-mentioned capacity and as a locomotive was
not available, it was decided to build a demonstrator in the BT’s battery lab using a battery unit
only. The battery units employed can be multiplied and, with an additional electrical control unit,
connected in parallel. This allows a final integration into a locomotive, fulfilling the customer’s
specific requirement.
The demonstrator developed in the battery lab contains all building blocks required also for the
final solution. Various tests were done. The main goal in these tests was to verify the power
capability with respect to the predefined power profiles and the thermal behaviour of the traction
battery to derive an optimum cooling system for this special application.

GA 730823
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2 Building Block Description of the Test-Bench Architecture
The system shown in following Figure 1 consists of one Li-Ion battery tray which is connected to
the dc-link of the locomotive with a step-up, step-down chopper. It is foreseen, that in last mile
battery mode either the auxiliaries are supplied by the diesel engine or by the traction battery in
case of Last Mile Battery pure mode.
With this topology it is possible to charge the battery during normal catenary operation without
any driving power constraints.
The architecture of the locomotive has been reproduced in the lab—see Figure 2 and Chapter
5.2.1. for more detailed information. Of course, the Last Mile Diesel Engine has been omitted and
the converter 1. Measurement systems were connected in the various interfaces.
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=
=
=
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~
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=
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Figure 1: Main circuit of locomotive including the last mile battery system
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Figure 2: Test setup with electrical measurement system and internal control data

2.1 Energy Storage System
The Energy Storage System foreseen for a last mile application consists of an Energy Storage
Chopper (ESCH) and one Traction Battery System (TBS) that is linked to the chopper phases of
the ESCH. The ESCH adapts the voltage level of the DC-Link to the TBS voltage level and controls
the charging and discharging current flow during operation.

2.1.1 Traction battery system
The battery system consists out of at least one traction battery unit. The energy content can be
increased by connecting more battery units in parallel which is realized by a separate unit, the socalled junction box. The traction battery is primarily controlled through the power requirements
of the propulsion system. It is charged and discharged through a DC/DC converter which is
integrated into the propulsion system. The battery management system constantly measures
current, temperature and voltage levels to allow maximum performance while always operating
within its permissible limits. From these supervision measurements a maximum current allowance
is generated and sent to the propulsion system. The propulsion system defines the drawn current
according to this this current allowance and verifies the current setting via a dedicated current
sensor which is integrated in the battery unit.
GA 730823
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In order to guarantee optimal performance and a long battery life, it is important to ensure that
the battery internal temperatures remain within a certain range. The thermal conditioning unit
(TCU) is used to remove the heat generated through electrical losses within the battery system by
pumping a liquid coolant (water/glycol) though the battery units.
All battery system components are connected to the junction box where the signals are distributed
and forwarded via one interface (Multi Unit controller) to the propulsion system. This junction box
also includes a data logging system with remote access for battery data acquisition and remote
monitoring.

2.1.2 Energy Storage Chopper
The energy storage chopper (ESCH) is the interface between the traction battery system and DClink and therefore adapts the voltage level of the DC-Link towards the one of the traction battery
system. The ESCH controls the current flow in charging and discharging of the traction batteries
and ensures that the power/current limits given by the traction battery system (TBS) or Traction
Control Unit (TCU) are not exceeded.
Since the insulation capability of the TBS does not comply to the propulsion DC-Link voltage level
a special protection device is required to prevent too high voltage at the batterie terminals in
case of ESCH failures.
For this purpose, the so called over voltage protection (OVP) is used. This device short-circuits
the ESCH output and TBS via a low omic resistor in case of too high voltages or currents. Hence,
the internal fuse of the TBS will be blown and so the TBS is separated from the propulsion DCLink.
Furthermore, main functionalities of the energy management system or so-called mission
manager is running on the control unit of the ESCH. Detailed functionalities are described in
chapter 4.

2.2 Battery
The building block of the Last Mile Battery consists of one PRIMOVE Li-Ion battery unit. Considering
a battery system comprising 2 building units with total 50 kWh energy content at the Begin of Life
(BOL) and a nominal charging and discharging power of 127 kW, the battery system has been
designed to offer maximum flexibility in operation and modularity.
The diagrams below (Figure 3) show the maximum available power with respect to limit of the
battery’s life condition, with 60% Depth of Discharge (DoD), starting from a State of Charge (SoC)
of 80%. In the example, 127 kW power can be drawn during ca. 720 s; thereafter, available power
will fall until empty (60% DoD), as shown in Figure 3 (b).
GA 730823
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Figure 3 (a)

Figure 3 (b)
Figure 3: (a) Power available for a given time,
(b) Power diagram for continuous power until empty
The same starting tractive effort is available in LMB operation as in conventional (catenary)
operation.

GA 730823
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2.3 Config Tool ‘Fahrtemp’
2.3.1 General information
Fahrtemp is a complex calculation tool which allows to execute operational cycle simulation for
conventional vehicles powered by three-phase current traction motors, as well as the ones with
battery assisted propulsion taking track specific information of energy storage system into
account. The results are useful both for demonstrating and visualizing driving dynamics of the
railway (predefined output plots are available) and for the calculation of the related strains of the
propulsion system components.

2.3.2 Preparation of the Simulation and parameterization of the
propulsion system
For every component of the propulsion system it is possible to enter the specific parameters and
dimensions. The energy storage is used as an example. The Window with the parameters which
must filled in is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Parameters of energy storage

The data describes the physical data of the storage as well as parametrizations needed for the
energy chopper control, the so called “energy management”.
The data of the battery and the parameters of energy management must be filled in. There are
two voltage range levels defined where the storage is operated in between, energy saving mode
GA 730823
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and CFO (catenary free operation) mode.
This is because operation at higher voltage levels reduces the lifetime and therefore shall only be
applied on the CFO sections of a track. The normal energy saving mode will operate the storage
with lower voltage levels because the number of cycles is very high. The favored operational mode
is selectable with ESMOD. ES = Energy Saving Mode. CFO = Catenary free operation = driving
without overhead contact line and OFF = energy storage out of operation.
It is also possible to calculate the lifetime of the energy storage by counting DOD-Cycles (depthof-discharge) with the help of the so called ‘Rainflow’ algorithm.
Batteries can be modelled with charging and discharging curves as function of SOC as shown in
Figure 5.

'
Figure 5: Charging curve

After all relevant component data of the propulsion system like Motor Converter, Line Converter
and DC Link has been set, finally other boundary and frame conditions must be set, such as
typically track data and environmental data.
This means for example distance between the stations, charging possibilities, gradient and driving
resistances.
Figure 6 shows the input mask of the track profile.
GA 730823
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Figure 6: Set of the track profile

2.3.3 Results—Config Tool
After simulation of the required load profile Fahrtemp generates several output files.
These include for example:
-

A Track Profile like shown in Figure 7
A Performance Diagram like shown in Figure 8
An Energy Storage Diagram like shown in Figure 9

Figure 7: Track profile

GA 730823
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Figure 8: Performance diagram

Figure 9: Energy Storage System
Due to accurate modelling of all relevant components in a traction chain (converter, transformer,
battery, motor), Fahrtemp is used to represent the operational conditions of the vehicle and the
determination of power losses of components as realistic as possible and thus to be able to give
accurate energy consumption results.

GA 730823
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3 Thermal Management
Li-Ion Batteries need to be kept in a defined temperature range (nominal temperature around
23°C) for save operation and for long lifetime. This applies during operation as well as during
inactivity (including the locomotive standing on a siding).
Li-Ion batteries can’t be charged with temperature below 0°C and charging and discharging limits
are strongly affected by the internal temperature.
Therefore, the battery is equipped with an internal cooling circuit which is connected to a
dedicated thermal conditioning unit (TCU). The TCU tempers (cooling or warm up) the coolant
(mixture of water and glycol) that flows through the unit.
The TCU incudes all necessary components which are required
•
•
•
•

to provide the necessary coolant flow through the battery pack to have an evenly temperature
within the battery system
to control the coolant temperature in the specified range (5°C  in  25°C)
to ensure thermal expansion of the coolant
for save operation

The afore mentioned dedicated battery management system (BMS) supervises and controls the
battery system. It is responsible for making sure that all working parameters are kept within the
allowed range. The BMS provides to the vehicle control unit actual environmental data, such as
state of charge, max possible power (supply or for charging), etc. and takes request information
like for instance power request. The BMS also controls the TCU.

3.1 Scenarios
The following scenarios and operating conditions have been considered for the design of thermal
conditioning unit (TCU):
1.
2.
3.
4.

transient heating of the battery during the short-term LMB operation
continuous cooling/heating when locomotive is in normal operation (catenary)
continuous cooling/heating when locomotive is parked (catenary or external power supply)
Strategy for parked locomotive without external electrical power supply

3.1.1 Short-term LMB operation
The following realistic scenarios for short-term operation have been investigated, respectively
tested in the laboratory:
a) Discharge of the battery with 100 kW for 4 minutes, 6 minutes break, then one repetition
of the whole cycle. Then charging with 70 kW for 15 minutes. Total duration: 35 minutes.

GA 730823
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This is a typical scenario representing shunting operation with interruptions (e.g. to couple
a freight wagon to the train composition).
Battery Power Load Profile 02
120
100
80

Power in kW

60
40
20
0

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

-20

-40
-60
-80

time in minutes

Figure 10: Load Profile Nr. 02

b) Discharge of the Battery with a boost power of 150 kW for 30 seconds, then 80 kW for 2
minutes and finally reduction to 50 kW for additional 4 minutes. Then 5 minutes break and
repetition of the cycle. Then 5 minutes break before charging with 60 kW for 17 minutes.
Total duration: 40 minutes.
This load scenario shows tow traction requests where at the beginning a high traction
power is required (e.g. start with a heavy train).
Battery Power Load Profile 01 with interruption
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Figure 11: Load Profile Nr. 01 with interruption
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c) Discharge of the Battery with a boost power of 150 kW for 30 seconds, then 80 kW for 2
minutes and finally reduction to 50 kW for additional 4 minutes. Then repetition of the
cycle and charging with 60 kW for 17 minutes. Total duration: 30 minutes.
This load scenario is similar to scenario b) but without a break between the two boost
requests and the charging phase.
Battery Power Load Profile 01 without interruption
200

150

Power in kW

100
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0
0
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35

-50

-100

time in minutes

Figure 12: Load Profile Nr. 01 without interruption

For the tests the following basic conditions have been considered:
•
•
•
•

Starting temperature of the battery: 25°C
No cooling of the battery
Repetition of the cycle until battery has reached 46 °C
Continuous operation without interruption

GA 730823
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3.1.2 Continuous cooling/heating in normal operation (catenary)
Higher battery temperatures will reduce the number of charging cycles. Low temperature during
operation are detrimental for the lifetime of the battery while they are no problem during storage
and when the battery is not in use.
The optimal temperature range for the battery is between 15 and 25 °C.
Therefore, the battery needs to be cooled at ambient temperatures above 25°C. At temperatures
below 15 °C it needs to be heated when it shall be used.
Since the battery is installed in the machine room of a locomotive, the machine room temperature
shall be considered as reference temperature for its ambient. Temperature measurements in the
machine room of a locomotive shows, that the machine room temperature will be always about 5
to 10 K above the ambient temperature. This is impacted also by sun radiation, the speed and the
current power of the loco and es well the fan speeds.
The measurements have been performed in June 2019 during a sunny and very hot period with
ambient temperatures above 30 °C. The results of the measurement confirm the assumption
which have been considered for the design calculations.
First measurement: Locomotive in parking mode with minimum ventilation (20 Hz):
[°C]

[°C]

DT = ~ 6 K

A.
B.
C.
D.

Outside temperature (Bogie area on shady side of locomotive)
Air inlet temperature in machine room at TMB3 (Air inlet opening on shady side of the roof)
Air inlet temperature in machine room at TMB4 (Air inlet opening on sunny side of the roof)
Air outlet temperature of machine room to the ambient measured at the air exhaust opening of
cooling tower

Figure 13: Machine room temperature measurements
(loco in standstill, exposed to sun radiation)
GA 730823
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Second measurement: Locomotive in shunting operation and with ventilation on request
[°C]
38
35

DT = max. ~ 11 K

30

25

20

DT = ~ 4 K
15
12
00:00

06:00
Loco switched off

12:00

18:00
shunting

24:00
Loco switched off

A: Outside temperature (Bogie area on shady side of locomotive)
B: Air inlet temperature in machine room at TMB3 (Air inlet opening on shady side of the roof)
C: Air inlet temperature in machine room at TMB4 (Air inlet opening on sunny side of the
roof)
D: Air outlet temperature of machine room to the ambient measured at the air exhaust
opening of cooling tower
Figure 14: Machine room temperature measurements (loco in standstill and in shunting
operation)

A

D

C
B

Figure 15: Locations for temperature measurements
GA 730823
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Based on the example of the annual temperature trend for the city of Zurich, it can be seen, that
there is a curve each for monthly maximum (curve in red) and minimum temperatures (curve in
blue). For further consideration the average temperature of each minimum and maximum
temperature has been considered as typical ambient temperatures (curve in magenta). As
already mentioned, the machine room temperature inside the locomotive can be assumed as 5
to 10 K higher (curve in green). This can be assumed as average temperature of machine room
and therefore also as average temperature of the battery when it is not in operation.
➔ see diagram below

Max. temperature

Min. temperature

Average temperature

Machine room temperature

Figure 16: Climatic diagram of the City of Zurich with expected machine room temperatures

GA 730823
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Based on the information above, it can be determined that the battery needs to be cooled during
approx. 110 days per year and it needs to be heated/ tempered during 105 days per year.

110 days
35 days
70 days

Max. temperature

Min. temperature

Average temperature

Machine room temperature

Optimal temperatur range for LMB
TCU in heating mode
TCU in cooling mode

Figure 17: Climatic diagram of City of Zurich with expected machine room temperatures and
depiction of optimal temperature range for the battery
This is of course only a rough assumption, since it’s based on the daily average temperatures and
not on the temperature profile.
Since the temperatures in the morning are normally a few degrees lower than the daily average,
it can be assumed, that the TCU will be operated more often in heating mode (especially in the
morning) than shown in the figure above.
The same can be assumed for the operation in cooling mode, since the afternoon temperatures
can be higher than the daily averages.

GA 730823
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3.1.3 Continuous cooling/heating while parked (storage)
When operating the locomotives under catenary or while parked, and when the batteries are not
used (neither discharged nor charged), the battery can be seen as being stored. As both very high
and low temperatures during storage are harmfully as well, clever temperature conditioning
concepts must be developed for locomotives being parked.
If catenary or external power supply is available, e.g. in a depot, enough energy can be provided
to the TCU keeping the temperature of the batteries at the right level.
If an external power supply is not available, then only one possibility exists: using the energy stored
in the battery for tempering. Of course, this is limited in time and it requires a dedicated electrical
integration of the TCU with the battery system. The TCU, which usually would be connected to the
auxiliary network, must be linked to the traction circuit. Various possibilities (dedicated inverter,
integrated system via battery chopper and existing auxiliary converter, etc.) are envisioned, but
not scope of this project.
Of course, these solutions add complexity to the overall system. To avoid an implementation, the
operator could be requested to never park the vehicle in harsh weather conditions for too long
period of time and without external power source.

3.2 Dimensioning of the TCU
3.2.1 Heating part
Dimensioning of the coolant heating:
Lowest temperature to consider:
-30 °C
Target temperature to start operation with LMB:
+20 °C
------------------------------------------------------------------------------➔ Needed temperature increase of coolant:
50 K
Coolant volume:
- Coolant tank within TCU:
6.0 l
- Battery:
2.5 l
- Piping, pump, etc.:
1.5 l
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total coolant volume:
10.0 l
Coolant: Mixture of Water / Glycol with a mixing ratio of 54/46.
Density of coolant @ 20 °C:

1060 kg/m3

Total Mass of coolant in circuit:

10.60 kg

GA 730823
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Duration to heat the total amount of coolant from -30 °C to the operating temperature of 20 °C:
Q = m *cp * DT

Equation (1)

m=
10.60
cp Coolant -5 °C = 3.34
50
DT =
1770
0.492

➔ Q=

kg
kJ / kg * K
K
kJ (kWs)
kWh

Q.= Q/t

Equation (2)

➔ t = Q / Q.
Given:
Q.=

1

kW

➔t=

0.492
1770
29.50

h
s
min

Conclusion:
The duration to heat up 10 liters of coolant by a heating element of 1 kW power is about 30
minutes.
This duration is linear with the power of the heating element and is also linear with the amount of
coolant. This means that with half heating power the duration would be doubled and vice versa.
In reality, this duration would increase, since there is no thermal insulation.
With this, there are several scalable elements which impacts the heating of the battery:
-

Power of heating element

-

Total coolant volume

-

Thermal insulation of the coolant circuit

Depending of the operating scenario, and the space or weight restrictions for the complete LMB
system, these scalable elements can be designed accordingly to reach a most efficient and userfriendly system.
Possible operating scenarios:
GA 730823
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A) Regular cold starts in the morning with LMB operation during low ambient temperatures
when vehicle was parked without electrical power during the night
➔ pre-heating of the battery is not possible.
B) Regular cold starts in the morning with LMB operation during low ambient temperatures
when vehicle was parked electrical power during the night (e.g. wayside power
connection in a depot or track section with catenary.)
➔ pre-heating of battery is possible.
C) LMB operation only required during the day, after the vehicle has already been operated
on an electrified track before.
➔ pre-heating of the battery is possible, during catenary operation of the vehicle
D) Auxiliary load of the vehicle should be as low as possible during LMB operation, to
maximize available power for traction
Scalable elements:
-

Power of heating element
Coolant volume, e.g. additional coolant tank (insulated)

Additional options:
-

-

Usage of heat losses of the traction components, e.g.
o plate heat exchanger within the converter cooling circuit or transformer cooling
circuit
o water cooling jacket around traction motor
Usage of braking energy to heat up battery circuit (e.g. heating coil integrated in the
Brake resistor of a MS or DC vehicle)

GA 730823
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Table 2: Matrix of Scenarios
Scenario A

Scenario B

Scenario C

Scenario D

Power of
heating element

High power,
Low heating
when cold start
power is
must be possible sufficient
within short
time

Low heating
power is
sufficient

Medium or high.
Intention: warm
up total coolant
volume, when
vehicle is
operating on
catenary
network, so that
in LMB
operation no
energy is needed
for tempering
the battery

Coolant volume

Low

Low or medium

Low or medium

Medium or high

Usage of heat
Optional, when
losses of traction LMB operation is
components
also required
during the day

Optional, when
LMB operation is
also required
during the day

Optional. Can
maybe replace
the heating
element
completely

Optional

Usage of braking
energy

Optional, when
LMB operation is
also required
during the day

Optional. Can
maybe replace
the heating
element
completely

Optional

Optional, when
LMB operation is
also required
during the day

Figure 18: Example of a suitable heating element (Example, from
https://www.klimaworld.com)
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3.2.2 Cooling part
3.2.2.1

Determination of heat transfer from the battery to the coolant

A. Based on needed heating power to heat up coolant volume
The heat transfer from the battery to the coolant circuit has been determined based on the
laboratory tests. The heating power has been calculated which is needed to heat up the coolant
according to the warming-up curve determined during the test.
The following diagram shows the warm-up phase of the coolant when the battery was always in
use (discharging, charging cycle) and without cooling the coolant.
Temperatures

Temperatures [°C]

DT = 18.4 K

t = 2 h 20 min = 8400 s

Repetition of several load cycles
TCU not active (only coolant pump is running)

13:14:35

13:43:23

14:12:11

14:40:59

15:09:47

15:38:35

Battery current = 0 A
TCU cooling active (set 20 °C)

16:07:23

16:36:11

17:04:59

real time

real time

Battery Voltage in [V]
Battery Current in [A]
Battery SoC in [%]
charging

dis-charging

Figure 19: Warm-up phase of the coolant when the battery was always in use
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To calculate the transfer from the battery to the coolant circuit the thermal parameters of the
coolant must be determined first.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coolant: Mixture of Water / Glycol with a mixing ratio of 54/46.
Total coolant volume in test circuit:
17.5 l (approx.)
Density of coolant at 20°C:
1060 kg/m3 (temperature during
filling)
Mass of coolant in circuit:
18.55 kg
Average temperature during temperature rise test: ~ 34 °C
[(~24.5 + ~43) / 2]
Specific heat of coolant @ 34 °C:
3.45 kJ/kgK

Remark:
The TCU and the coolant circuit used for the thermal test are not identical to the assembly
integrated into the locomotive. Therefore, the total coolant volume in the coolant circuit of the
test bench is different to the coolant volume specified in chapter 3.2.1
Q = m *cp * DT

Equation (1)

m=
18.55
cp Coolant -5 °C = 3.45
18.4
DT =

➔ Q=

1178
0.327

kg
kJ / kg * K
K
kJ (kWs)
kWh

Q.= Q/t

Equation (2)

Given:
t=

8400

s

➔ Q. =

0.140

kW

 The average heat transfer from the battery to the coolant which leads to the heating of the
coolant was 0.14 kW during the test.
The real value must be higher, since the coolant circuit was not insulated and therefore the
heat transfer to the ambient is not considered.
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B. Based on dissipated heat (temperature increaese) in coolant
Below, the dissipated heat from the battery is determined according to another approach, namely
based on the temperature increase of the coolant within the battery.
Thereto, a sequence of one hour from the compete warm-up phase with preferably constant
conditions has been selected.

Temperatures [°C]

Temperatures

Sequence of 1 hour

Figure 20: Sequence of warm-up phase with preferably constant conditions
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In a first step, the offset of the relevant temperature sensors at beginning of the test, must be
determined.

29.09 °C
27.57 °C

Figure 21: Determination of offset of temperature sensors at beginning of the test

The offset of the coolant temperature sensors at battery inlet and battery outlet was averaged for
one minute (sampling rate: 1.014 s).
Temperature of coolant sensor at battery inlet:
29.09 °C
Temperature of sensor at battery outlet:
27.57 °C
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Offset of temperature sensors:
1.52 K

(Inlet higher than outlet)

This offset of 1.52 K must be considered for the further determination.
The measured temperature difference between coolant inlet and outlet temperature of the
considered sequence of 1-hour duration is 1.25 K (average of total 3550 measurement points)
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Average DT = 1.25 K

Figure 22: Temperature difference between in- and outlet
temperature of battery during one hour of measurement

The original offset of the two temperature shall be added to the measured temperature increase,
since the sensor at the coolant inlet has had the higher value:
Average of T:
1.25 K
Offset of T Sensors:
1.52 K
---------------------------------------------------Total temperature increase: 2.77 K
In the following table, the needed heating power (power loss) to reach 2.77 K temperature
increase within the coolant has been determined by some iterations.
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Table 3: Head losses calculation
Batterie-Kreislauf
Eingabewerte
Verlustleistung max.
T Kühlmittel, Battery IN
Volumenstrom

[kW]
[°C]
[l/ min]

Stoffdaten
Kühlmittel
Mittlere Kühlmitteltemperatur
r Kühlmittel 38°C

Wasser/Antifrogen N 54/46 %
[°C]
38.39
[kg/m3]
1050

[Clariant calculator Antifrogen N]

cp Kühlmittel 38°C

[kJ/(kgK)]

3.46

[Clariant calculator Antifrogen N]

Berechnete Werte
T Kühlmittel, Batterie OUT

[°C]

39.77

Q = m * cp * DT
=> DT = Q/ (m * cp)

Temperaturdifferenz Kühlmittel
DT, Kühlmittel EIN-AUS
=

2.265
37
13.5

[average determined during Test]

2.77 K

m=V*r

According to the calculation above, the heat losses of the battery must be approx. 2.26 kW to
heat up the coolant by 2.77 kW.
There is quite a high uncertainty of the calculation result, due to the big initial offset of the
temperature sensors. When this offset would be neglected, the average heat dissipation of the
battery to reach a temperature increase of 1.25 K will be only approx. 1.0 kW.

3.2.2.2

Determination of heat dissipation of TCU

The heat dissipation of the TCU has been determined during the cooling-down sequence of the
test based on the temperature decrease of the coolant within the TCU.
The cooling-down phase has started after terminating the dis-charging / charging load cycle and
when the coolant temperature has reached about 43°C.
During the cooling-down phase the coolant temperature has decreased from ~ 43 °C to 24 °C
within approx. 8 minutes.
The following diagram shows the cooling-down phase of the coolant (area highlighted in light blue
color):
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Temperatures

Temperatures [°C]

t = 8 min = 480 s

DT = -19.5 K

Repetition of several load cycles
TCU not active (only coolant pump is running)

13:14:35

13:43:23

14:12:11

14:40:59

15:09:47

15:38:35

Battery current = 0 A
TCU cooling active (set 20 °C)

16:07:23

16:36:11

17:04:59

real time

Figure 23: Cooling-down phase of the coolant
The diagram below shows the complete cooling-down phase (duration approx. 8 minutes) and
corresponds to the area in the diagram above, highlighted in light blue color.

Average DT = 2.24 K

Figure 24: Representation of temperature difference between coolant in- and outlet of the TCU
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The measured temperature difference between coolant inlet and outlet temperature of the
considered sequence of o minutes duration is 2.24 K (average of total 474 measurement points)

Table 4: Heat dissipation calculation
Batterie-Kreislauf
Eingabewerte
Verlustleistung max.
T Kühlmittel, AUS TCU
Volumenstrom

[kW]
[°C]
[l/ min]

Stoffdaten
Kühlmittel
Mittlere Kühlmitteltemperatur
r Kühlmittel 29°C

Wasser/Antifrogen N 54/46 %
[°C]
29.12
[kg/m3]
1055

[Clariant calculator Antifrogen N]

cp Kühlmittel 29°C

[kJ/(kgK)]

3.44

[Clariant calculator Antifrogen N]

Berechnete Werte
T Kühlmittel, EIN

[°C]

30.24

Q = m * cp * DT
=> DT = Q/ (m * cp)

Temperaturdifferenz Kühlmittel
DT, Kühlmittel EIN-AUS
=

4.58
28
33.77

[V tot, average determined during Test]

2.24 K

m=V*r

According to the calculation above, the dissipated heat by the TCU will be approx. 4.58 kW to
cooling-down the coolant by 2.24 K.
Remark: no offsets of the used temperature sensors have been considered.
Since there is no need for cooling down the complete coolant circuit within short time, a lower
cooling power of the TCU is fully sufficient. The aim is to implement a cooling power of approx. 2.0
kW.
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4 Mission Manager
Every battery assisted propulsion system must be equipped with a general functionality, the so
called Energy Management System (EMS), that optimizes the usage of the installed battery energy
content to guarantee a safe operation (e.g. reaching the next section with catenary) and to operate
the Energy Storage System (ESS) at its best conditions. This means on the one hand the
maximization of the battery’s lifetime and therefore a reduction of the overall life cycle costs and
on the other hand an optimization of the vehicle performance (e.g. energy efficient drive style)
based on the given track data and vehicle parameters.
The purpose of this document is to summarize and describe all functionalities of an EMS that is
used within a battery assisted propulsion system for locomotive applications.

4.1 Definition of terms
The „Energy Storage System“ consists of an Energy Storage Chopper (ESCH) and one Traction Battery Systems
(TBSs) that is linked to the chopper phases of the ESCH. The ESCH adapts the voltage level of the DC-Link to the
TBS voltage level and controls the charging and discharging current flow during operation.

Energy storage system extension

Main energy
& Traction

ESCH

Traction Battery System (TBS)
TCU

ESS

DC

Propulsion
Control

TBU

Traction Battery Unit
(TBU)

DC
Thermal
Conditioning Unit
(TCU)

DC/DC Control

Energy Management System

Figure 25: System Overview - Definiton of Terms
TBS
TCU
TBU

The „Traction Battery System“ consists of one Traction Battery Unit (TBU) and compromises
a Thermal Conditioning Unit (TCU) for cooling and heating purpose.
The „Thermal Conditioning Unit“ is defined as a device that is used to temper the Traction
Battery Unit in its ideal temperature range to achieve high performance and maximal lifetime.
The „Traction Battery Unit“ is defined as one battery pack, working as a single power source.
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4.2 Description of Energy Management System
Information that are given by the Energy Management System and partly visualized at the driver’s
dashboard are for example:
▪

Remaining capacity, mean energy consumption, state of charge, failure description

▪

Proposal of optimal driving style

▪

Range prediction

▪

Proposal to reduce electrical consumers (in emergency case)

▪ Usage of energy reserve (in emergency case)
The parameters and functionalities are handled at three different control stages and can therefore
be assigned to the upcoming system levels. The following chapters explain all implemented
functionalities within an energy management system in more detail.

4.3 Functionalities realized on vehicle level
4.3.1

Reduction of auxiliary loads dependent on SoC

Dependent on the physical SoC value of the ESS the auxiliary load is reduced. The reduction level
is requested by the ESCH.

4.3.2 Predicted range, remaining capacity, mean energy consumption
and SoC
The calculation of these parameters is realized within the ESCH and will transmitted to the vehicle
control to get an overall status. This information will be virtualized at the driver’s dashboard.

4.3.3

Proposal of driving style and auxiliary load reduction

Based on the current usable energy content within the ESS and under consideration of the
expected outstanding energy consumption the vehicle drive style will be adapted in a way that the
end station, next station or section under catenary will be reached by using for example a
moderate drive style and/or the reduction of auxiliary load.

4.3.4

Provide descriptive error data to the driver

In the unlikely event of a fault within the energy storage system the driver will get an information
showing a short failure notice of the effected main component together with a handling
instruction.
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4.4 Functionalities realized on ESS
4.4.1

Deep discharging mode

In normal operation the discharging level is parametrized to a certain value to prevent operation
at conditions which have negative impact on the lifetime of the battery. In case this level is
reached, the traction power will be reduced to zero, which is realized via a command of the ESCH.
In critical situations the driver can activate a deep discharging mode. In this case the available DCLink power only refers to the maximum allowed limits of the TBS that ensure safe operation. The
command to reduce the traction power is withdrawn and operation with reduced auxiliary power
is possible.

4.4.2

High charging mode

In normal operation the charging level is parametrized to a certain value. In case this level is
reached the charging of the traction batteries is stopped automatically.
In order to enable higher SoC levels e.g. for special tests or delivery drive (where the vehicle needs
to run to a certain location once) there is the possibility to temporarily override the SoC charging
limit.

4.4.3

I²t Supervision

An I²t-counter is used to avoid thermal overload of the traction battery. This value is calculated by
the TBS. The counter starts at a certain level and is decreased in case the traction battery current
exceeds the continuous thermal current and will be increased if the current is below this threshold.
If the counter falls to zero, the traction battery current limits (charging/discharging) will be set to
continuous thermal current.
In order to avoid the sudden reduction of full traction battery current to continuous current and
hence a sudden reduction of traction or braking power the ESCH will reduce the TBS power in
advance dependent on the value of the I²t counter.

4.4.4

Setting of operational SoC

Because of lifetime considerations and power limitations the usable range of the TBS SoC is
limited. These limits may differ between projects or could be changed temporarily. However, the
usable range is visualized on the HMI with a range of 0% to 100%.
For this purpose, the lower limit of the physical SoC which corresponds to 0% operational SoC and
the upper limit which corresponds to 100% operational SoC can be parameterized individually.
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Figure 26: SOC Setting

4.4.5
4.4.5.1

Remaining travel distance in CFO based on track data
Calculation based on energy consumption parameters

In this mode the remaining travel distance in CFO is calculated based on the characteristic energy
consumption values of the vehicle for e.g. driving resistance, potential energy and efficiency. With
the information of average gradient of the next CFO section(s) the vehicle mass and the actual
auxiliary load the required energy consumption is calculated and with the actual SoC transferred
into the remaining travel distance.

4.4.5.2 Calculation based on offline simulated estimated energy
consumption
In this mode the off-line calculated data of the estimated energy consumption is stored on the
vehicle. With the knowledge of the remaining traction energy in CFO section, remaining time in
CFO and available energy stored in the TBS, the remaining travel distance is calculated, considering
the present auxiliary load.
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4.4.6

Remaining time in standstill in CFO

In case the vehicle is in standstill the traction batteries must supply the auxiliaries only. The
remaining discharging time is calculated from the average value of the available energy divided by
the average auxiliary power.

4.4.7

Remaining charging time

The remaining charging time of the TBS is calculated based of the missing energy up to the defined
charging limit and with the information of the average charging power in catenary operation.

4.4.8

Traction battery charging management

Based on the track profile information and vehicle status the energy management system takes
the following rules into account:
-

-

4.4.9

Dependent on CFO section length, expected energy consumption (calculated on the track and
vehicle data) and total standstill time the ESCH decides for nominal traction battery charge or high
battery charge (in case of expected high energy consumption in next CFO section) or low battery
charge (in case of expected downhill gradient in next CFO section). Additionally, the ESCH decides
which charging current shall be set to minimize the wear of the traction battery (degradation
caused by high current) and to achieve a reduction of power losses.
A full charging state of the battery must be prevented when the battery is not used (which is most
of the time). The reason for this is to avoid a faster degradation of the batteries caused by a high
SoC.

Control of the thermal conditioning unit (TCU)

The preferred temperature of a battery unit depends on its usage. In general, the lifetime of an
unused battery decreases with higher temperatures. When the battery shall be used a nominal
temperature of about 25°C is preferred to provide full performance.
For this reason, the ESS calculates the exact timing (depending on the knowledge of the thermal
behavior of the battery unit) when the battery shall be heated up or cooled up to its full
performance temperature.
During CATO lower temperature is set to optimize the calendric lifetime of the battery.
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4.5 Functionalities realized on TBS level
4.5.1

Traction power reduction dependent on SoC

In case of low SoC the available discharging power is reduced by the TBS.

4.5.2

I²t – Counter

The traction battery unit within the TBS supervises the permitted thermal continuous current to
avoid a thermal overload. The counter is decreased if the traction battery current exceeds the
continuous thermal current and will increase if the current falls below this threshold. If the counter
falls to zero, the traction battery current limits (charging/discharging) will be set to continuous
thermal current.
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5 Lab Tests
This Chapter gives a short overview of the Last Mile Battery (LMB) lab test system with a Li-Ion
battery as it was developed for the FFL4E funded project and gives an overview of the conducted
tests in the power lab.
A lab demonstrator was designed to proof the concept. Main focus was the traction battery and
its cooling system as the target of the LMB system is i.e. to deviate a cooling system as small as
possible as the installation space is very limited. The results of the measurements will show, that
the thermal mass of the battery is sufficient high to operate the system in minimum once with the
predefined power cycle without active cooling.

5.1 Power Profile of Battery
Following diagrams show the power profile of the diesel engine power, the lead acid battery
power, the distance and the velocity of a real driving profile of an AC3 in shunting operation.

Figure 27: Example of driving profile and battery power of AC3 in shunting operation
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5.1.1 Approach of power profile with Li-Ion battery
Based on the existing power profile of the lead acid battery system following two power profiles
were derived as an approach to get more power and thus to expand the tractive effort curve during
acceleration in contrast to the lead acid battery.
Battery Power Load Profile 01 without interruption
200

150

150

100

100

Power in kW

Power in kW

Battery Power Load Profile 01 with interruption
200

50

0

50

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

0

-50

5

10

15

20

25

30

-50

-100

-100

time in minutes

time in minutes

Figure 28: Defined battery power profile 01 of the
Li-Ion battery system with and without interruption

Battery Power Load Profile 02
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-20

-40
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Figure 29 Defined battery power profile 02 of the Li-Ion battery system
Power profile 01 without interruption and power profile 02 are used for the lab test with
deviations in the charging phase as described in the test procedure separately.
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35

5.2 Test preparation
The tests of a derivation of the lab demonstrator were conducted in the power lab at the
Bombardier site in Mannheim as this power lab is from safety point of view prepared to handle
tests with Li-Ion batteries. As the power lab in Mannheim does not provide tests with the original
high-power locomotive converters the test set up had to be modified slightly compared to the
developed lab demonstrator. In general, the topology remains the same as shown in the next
chapter.

5.2.1 Test environment
The figure below shows a simplified diagram of the test setup that was realized in the power lab.
Due to practical limitations, the test was carried out with only one part of the converter system
which includes the step-up, step-down converter and its chopper choke to supply the Li-Ion
battery tray. Furthermore, the capability of two traction motors and its load machines is sufficient
to operate the traction battery at its limit. The primary side of the transformer is connected to a
15kV, 16,7Hz power supply.
Following three systems were used to record the different measurements:
•

Multi-channel measuring device to measure the electrical data e.g. traction battery current and
voltage

•

Multi-channel measuring device to measure different temperatures (air, unit, water), differential
pressure of the battery and the flow rate of the cooling water.

•

Internal data of the converter control which provides electrical data of the system as well as
internal control signals like status messages or CAN messages of the traction battery.

Following diagram shows the test setup and the electrical measurement equipment with the
definition of the direction of the current and voltage measurement.
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Figure 30: Test setup with electrical measurement system and internal control data

Following table shows the main data which have been recorded with the internal control of the
converter (DCUTerm).
Table 5: Measured data of internal control
Device
BMS
BMS
BMS
BMS
BMS
BMS
BMS
BMS
TCU
TCU

Signal
Traction Battery Current
Traction Battery Voltage
Battery State of Charge (SOC)
Maximum Discharge Current
Maximum Charge Current
Battery i²t counter
Max. Battery Cell Temperature
Mix. Battery Cell Temperature
Cooling Temperature Water out
Cooling Temperature Water in

Unit
A
V
%
A
A
A²s
°C
°C
°C
°C

As the tests should not be imitated through the cooling system of the traction battery, a powerful
cooling system with 8kW cooling power was used. Originally the Last Mile Battery system was
designed with 2 battery units. In a later project phase, the decision was made to proceed with only
one battery unit. This is why the cooling system as shown in the next figure includes a second
traction battery. This battery was not used at the tests.
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Following diagram shows the test setup at the cooling circuit ant the position of the different
temperature sensors.
ϑamb.
1.5

Thermal Conditioning Unit
Device under test)

Battery Tray
(not used)

ϑin qin

Contactor
box

1.4

1.14

ϑtray
1.6

Battery Tray
(Device under test)

pout ϑout
1.1

1.3

Contactor
box

pin ϑin qin
ϑin

ϑtray

1.8

1.7

1.0

1.2

1.12

Figure 31: Measurement at cooling circuit and position of temperature sensors (tray=unit)
Following table shows the recorded signals related to Figure 27.
Table 6: Measured data of cooling system
Type

Unit

Description

Flow Rate

l / min

Pressure

bar

Temperature

°C

water inlet battery (DUT)
water inlet parallel battery
water inlet battery (DUT)
water outlet battery (DUT)
water inlet battery (DUT)
water outlet battery (DUT)
water inlet parallel battery
ambient air
battery unit (DUT) housing top
battery unit (DUT) housing bottom
battery contactor box top

GA 730823

Measurement
Id
1.12
1.14
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.7
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Figure 32: Battery Unit with temperature measurement equipment

5.2.2 Measurement equipment
Following table gives an overview of the measurement equipment.
Table 7: Measurement devices
Device
Multi-Channel
Measurement
Device
Differential Probe
DC Current Probe
Multi-Channel
Measurement
Device

GA 730823

Designation
Dewetron DEWE-800

Ident. Nr.
TQ 2070

Measurement Location
U_Bat and I_Bat

Testec TT -SI-9002
Rohde&Schwarz HZO51
Ahlborn Almemo 2890-9

TQ 1437
TQ 2115
TQ 1784

Traction Battery Voltage
Traction Battery Current
temperature, pressure, flow rate
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5.3 Tests
Following chapter describes the conducted tests.
All tests will be performed with a constant motor speed. The battery will be discharged in motor
operation and can be charged either by electric braking with a negative motor torque or due to
catenary operation. The main research in these tests is to verify the power capability with respect
to the predefined power profiles and the thermal behavior of the traction battery to derive an
optimum cooling system for this special application.

5.3.1 Investigation tests
As the test setup differs slightly to the original design of the Last Mile Battery system as described
in 5.2, which leads to a different current ripple superimposed to the dc-part of the battery current
which leads to additional harmonic losses. Originally the system was designed to a peak to peak
value of the current of Ibat,pp < 5A. In the power lab this current ripple is about Ibat,pp ≈ 80A. This
ripple is mostly independent of the dc-part of the battery current as long as the chopper choke is
not saturated.
Initially the additional losses of the battery due to this current ripple was determined to be able
to consider it in the cooling system design.
Following diagram shows a measurement of the battery current at IBat,DC = 190A.

Figure 33: Measurement of battery current @ IBat,DC = 190A

The Fourier analyses of the battery current and voltage leads to the result that the total harmonic
losses is less than Pv < 150W
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5.3.2 Measurement with battery power profile 01 without interruption
Following measurement shows a part of the results of the measurements similar to the battery
power profile 01 as defined in chapter 5.1.1 but without any interruption to consider the worst
case scenario. Also, the charging phase had to be modified due to software reasons. The battery
was charged via catenary operation at its current limit instead of a constant power.
Several tests with this power profile had to be performed under different conditions of the cooling
system.
Following diagram shows a measurement with two consecutive power cycles.

Charging battery
to SOC = 85%
TCU active
Jw= 15 C
until Jcell= 20 C

42
40
38
36

1 x load cycle
incl. charging
battery to SOC =
85%
TCU coolant
pump activated
but no active
cooling
(compressor and
fan deactivated)

Temperature in C

34

32

Temperature

IBat = 0A
TCU coolant pump active
but no active cooling
compressor and fan
deactivated

IBat = 0A
TCU active Jw= 20 C

30
28

1 x load cycle
TCU coolant pump
activated
but no active
cooling
(compressor and
fan deactivated

26
24
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20
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1.2 - T water inlet battery °C

1.3 - T water outlet battery °C

1.5 - T ambient air °C

1.6 - T tray housing top °C

1.7 - T tray housing bottom °C

1.8 - T contactor box top °C

Figure 34: Temperatures at power cycle 01 without interruption

The battery cell temperature at the beginning of the test was actively cooled down with the
thermal conditional unit (TCU) to JBat,cell = 20°C while the battery was charged up to a state of
charge (SOC) of 85%. At the first power cycle only the water pump of the TCU was activated. The
compressor and the fan of the condenser were deactivated. The battery cell temperature rises
about ΔJ = 19K in the first load cycle. After the first load cycle the TCU operation was not changed
for 1 hour to get the cooling curve. The second power cycle was carried out with the same TCO
cooing conditions. The battery cell temperature rises about 14K. The last cooling curve was
performed with an active TCU (compressor and condenser fan were activated) with a set value of
the water temperature of Jw = 20°C.
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Following diagram shows in detail the electrical (battery current, voltage and power) and other
process values (SOC, max. charge- and discharge-current, battery cell temperature, water output
temperature TCU) of the traction battery and the thermal conditioning unit of the first power cycle
01 (without interruption) performed in this test.
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Figure 35: Electrical-, process- and thermal- data of measurement of
power cycle 01 without interruption
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At the beginning when the SOC is about 85% the battery management system (BMS) reduces the
maximum allowed charge current from 190A to 40A. This is mainly dependent of the SOC and the
actual cell temperature. During the discharge phase this limit rises again up to 190A as the SOC
decreases. At the end of the whole discharge phase the battery management system (BMS)
reduced the maximum allowed discharge limit, which is also mainly dependent of the SOC and the
cell temperature.
Nevertheless, this limit does not lead to a power limitation of the required load profile as the
battery current is still under the maximum permitted limit at the end of the cycle. The SOC at the
end of the discharge phase is about 28%. Other measurements have been shown that the max.
permitted discharge current decreases very fast to zero if the SOC falls below 25%. As described
below, the battery was charged at its max. charge limit in catenary operation. The diagram shows
a decrease of this limit if the SOC exceeds 65%. At the end of the charge phase at SOC = 85% the
battery charging power is less than 25kW. These measurement shows that the maximum
operation of the battery shall be between 25% and 85% as the performance will be extremely
limited through the BMS, which leads to the maximum usable depth of discharge (DOD) of 60%.
The mean losses of one power cycle were calculated by means of the inner dc resistance of the
traction battery and the battery current and the additional harmonic losses which are nearly
independent of the actual battery current. The inner dc resistance of the battery was determined
based on a constant load jump and the change of the battery voltage after more than 1s. The
calculated value of the resistance is also dependent on many factors like cell temperature, SOC
but in particular of the aged battery cell. The difference of this value between a “new” cell and a
cell which reaches its end of life (EOL) is about factor 2. For the loss calculation the resistance was
considered as to be constant. The result of the mean losses of one power cycle derived from the
measurement with a nearly new battery is:
Pv,bat,without,interruption= Pv,DC + Pv,fs = 1900W + 150W
It has to be noted that this power cycle does not consider any interruption. If the interruption as
defined in the power profile 01 in chapter 5.1.1 would be considered the mean losses can be
recalculated to:
Pv,bat,with,interruption = Pv,DC + Pv,fs = 1400W + 110W
These values are valid for a new battery. In case of the end of life of this battery these values have
to be doubled.
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5.3.3 Measurement with battery power profile 02
Following measurement the results of the measurements similar to the battery power profile 02
as defined in chapter 5.1.1. The battery was charged via catenary operation at its current limit
instead of a constant power as described in 5.3.2
Following diagram shows a measurement with three consecutive power cycles 02 in the heat up
phase.
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Figure 36: Temperatures at power cycle 02
The battery cell temperature at the beginning of the test was approximately JBat,cell = 25°C. and
the battery state of charge (SOC) about 85%. During the heat up phase of the three power cycles
only the water pump of the TCU was activated. The compressor and the fan of the condenser were
deactivated. The battery cell temperature rises about ΔJ = 15K in the first load cycle. After three
consecutive load cycle the whole battery cell temperature rise is about ΔJ = 20K. It has to be
noted that the required battery power profile in the second and third load cycle could not be fully
achieved due to limitation of the BMS. The last cooling curve was performed with a completely
deactivated TCU (coolant pump, compressor and condenser fan were deactivated) to get further
information about the thermal behavior of the battery unit and its cells.
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Following diagram shows in detail the electrical (battery current, voltage and power) and other
process values (SOC, max. charge- and discharge-current, battery cell temperature, water output
temperature TCU) of the traction battery and the thermal conditioning unit of the first power cycle
02 performed in this test.
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Figure 37: Electrical-, process- and thermal- data of measurement of power cycle 02
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The test starts at a SOC of about 85% and after the discharge phase of the first load cycle 02 the
SOC is slightly under 40%. The limitations of the BMS are comparable as described in 5.3.2. and do
not lead to the any power limitations in the first cycle of the required power cycle 02. In the second
and third power cycle which is not shown here the further temperature rise leads to a power
limitation.

5.4 Test Results Summary
The measurements in the power lab have shown that the application with one battery unit is
capable to perform the predefined load cycles with nearly any limitations. If the cell temperature
at the beginning of a load cycle is well tempered it is possible to operate this power cycle only with
operation of the water coolant pump of the TCU but without active cooling (compressor and
condenser fan can be deactivated). This leads to a maximum cell temperature rise (dependent of
the start temperature) which is less than ΔJ = 20K caused by the big thermal capacity of the
battery. As the last mile battery operation is a special use case which needs to operate the battery
only approximately one load cycle as defined in 5.1 and does not need a continuously operation
of the battery, the cooling system can be designed with a small cooling power to cool down the
battery after a load cycle without time constraints. It does not have to provide a cooling power
according the mean battery losses as calculated in Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden w
erden. which would lead to a cooling power of 2kW for a new battery and 4kW for a battery at its
end of life.
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6 Conclusion
The positive results of these tests encourage to further work on the various building blocks
required for the implementation of Li-Ion battery based last mile propulsion systems.
The use cases tested with the simulations, as well as the ones analyzed in the deliverables D3.3 [4]
and D4.1. [5] can be well served by such battery systems, requiring the adaption with respect to
installed energy density only. Power seems not to be an issue. Furthermore, the important
question mark could be answered whether a powerful temperature conditioning unit with impact
on volume and weight performance is required or not. The demonstration has shown that, if a
clever temperature management is used, the temperature of the battery cells can be kept in a
healty level with a small cooling power unit only.
With the demonstration, various building blocks required to ensure safe operation were tested.
Some are part of the battery istelf, such as the battery management system supervising the various
parameters at cell, module and unit level. These builidng blocks can be modularized and developed
as platform solutions. Ohters are linked to the integration in the traction chain itself, such as the
control of the DC/DC converter or the overvoltage protection system. These building blocks are
specific to the system environment and differ from vehicle to vehcile.
The results will be used as base for the activities planned in S2R FR8HUB and FR8RAIL II.
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Appendix A

List of Specifications

A list of all attached documents is given in Table 8.

Table 8: List of specification documents
Doc. Title
Electrical Components
LMB Filter Capacitor
Protection Capacitor
Pulse Discharge Resistor
Damping Resistor
Pre-charge Resistor
Crowbar Resistor
Protection Inductor
LMB Filter Inductor
LMB Chopper Inductor
Thermal Conditioning Unit

Appendix B

Doc. No.

Rev.

3EGM015750D0687
3EGM015750D0688
3EGM015750D0689
3EGM015750D0690
3EGM015750D0692
3EGM015750D0693
3EGM015750D0698
3EGM015750D0700
3EGM015750D0701
3EH-237270-001

_A
_A
_A
__
__
_A
__
__
__
__

Facilities authorizations

The battery demonstrator was implemented in BTG’s battery laboratory in Mannheim. Below, the
relevant facility authorizations and certifications for this project are listed, and copies attached.
•
•

ISO 14001:2015
BS OHSAS 18001:2017
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